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WAWA
Wawa Creations is a think-tank of
different companies based in Thailand
and the Netherlands who create eco-

Beach Accessibility
Vehicles

friendly innovative- and inclusive
designs. We develop all kinds of HDPE
products, we specialize in water and
beach-related products but we will
gladly take any requests into
consideration, we deliver interesting
and innovative design, time and time
again.
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Phone: +66 86 826 1669
E-mail: info@wawacreations.com
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Our Beach Wheelchair

Our Wheelchair boat

Phuket has beautiful beaches, unfortunately these are not accessible for

Why should the beach be the limit when you can

a large part of population

also explore the neighboring islands?

Our beach wheelchair aims to make the beach accessible for all. It was
designed in Phuket so we know what the Phuket’ heat can mean and

The beach wheelchair boat is build out of the

the addition of a solar powered, high quality fan is really more a

same eco-friendly HDPE material as the

necessity than a luxury. This combined with a cool box and a blue tooth
speaker makes a mobile entertainment center on the beach

wheelchair which has the added advantage of
being extremely though and buoyant. You hit a

The wheelchair is made of 100% recyclable HDPE aqnd is maintenance

Accessible travel

and rustfree so you do not need to worry about anything.

rock? No problem the HDPE can handle it.

We make use of dual colour which allows having a long-lasting different

The wheelchair is placed on top of an hydraulic lift

colour logo CNC cut out of the material.

and secured with pins, once you arrive on the
beach raise the lift and push the wheelchair to the

A billion people (that’s 15% of the world’s

foredeck where the on board stored gangway fits

population), lives with some sort of disability

on the bow and enjoy the Island Vibe.

(W.H.O), and ensuring equal access to travel is simply

the right thing to do.
Accessibility is so much more than “merely” a
human rights issue. Tourism professionals are
increasingly realizing that it offers an economic
opportunity by tapping into a market that is neither
niche nor small. It’s a misconception that people
with a disability don’t travel. They do. Their travel
aspirations are very similar to the general
population and, although it’s true that the
unemployment rate for people with a disability is
higher than that for the general population, many
have jobs and disposable income. With an ageing
population in developed countries, it’s fast
becoming a social and economic imperative to
provide accessible infrastructure, when already one
in five people in the US and Australia are living with
disability. Source: intrepidtravel.com/

WAWA Wheelchair boat

